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Memorandum 73-61 

Subject: Study 36.90 - COndemnation {Pretrial and Discovery--Exchange of 
Information} 

This memorandum presents for Commission decision basic policy issues 

relating to pretrial discovery in eminent domain proceedings. It indicates 

the problems that exist in discovering expert appraisal testimony and des-

cribes the various solutions that have been proposed, including the Federal 

Rule relating to discovery of expert opinion and the California exchange of 

appraisal data statute. The memorandum indicates that the California scheme 

is an effective one and should be preserved but that there are several 

defects in it that should be remedied. After discussing these defects and 

the remedies, the memorandum concludes with a staff proposal for a basic 

restructuring of the exchange provisions designed to preserve the mutuality 

of the exchange. 

Introduction 

The basic problem of discovery in eminent domain is that the single 

major issue of compensation (composed of fair market value, damages, and 

benefits) is peculiarly one of expert opinion. There have been real,problems, 

in California as well as most of the other jurisdictions, in discovering 

opinions of experts retained in preparation for litigation. In California, 

it is fairly well established that the opinion of an appraisal expert in 

an eminent domain proceeding falls within the "work product" exception to 

the generally liberal discovery rules. See, e.g., Mlck v. Superior COurt, 

259 Cal. App.2d 7, 66 Cal. Rptr. 280 (19681 and S'Wartzman v. Superior Court, 

231 Cal. App.2d 195, 41 Cal. Rptr. 721 (1964). 
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The "work product" exception has been codified in Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 2016(b) since 1963: 

The work product of an attorney shall not be discoverable unless 
the court determines that denial of discovery wil1 unfairly prejudice 
the party seeking discovery in p~paring his claim or defense or will 
result in an injustice, and any writing that reflects an attorney's 
impressions, conclUSions, opinions, or legal research or theories .sha11 
not be discoverable under any circumstances. 

The policy behind this exception is stated in Section 2016(g): 

It is the policy of this State (i) to preserve the rights of 
attorneys to prepare their cases thoroughly and to investigate not only 
the favorable but the unfavorable aspects of such cases and (ii) to pre
vent an attorney from taking undue advantage of his adversary's industry 
or efforts. 

Whatever beneficial effects the work product exception may have for 

litigation generally, it has had a crippling effect on preparation and trial 

of cases requiring extensive reliance on expert testimony, particularly emi-

nent domain. As the Commission noted 10 years ago, "Unless the valuation 

data to be related on direct examination of an expert witness can be dis-

covered and its reliability tested through investigation prior to trial, the 

only means available to test the reliability of such data is lengthy--and 

often fruitless--cross-examination during trial." Recommendation and Study 

Relating to Condemnation law and Procedure: Number 4--Discovery in Dninent 

Domain Proceedings, 4 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 701 (1963). 

For this reason, there has been continuing pressure to liberalize the 

rules relating to discoyery of appraisal data in eminent domain proceedings. 

California in 1967 enacted on the Commission's recommendation a provision 

for pretrial exchange of valuation d~ta. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

were amended in 1970 to permit broadened discovery of expert opinion prepared 

for litigation. The Uniform Eminent Domain Committee is developing liberalized 

rules. These and other representative approaches are outlined below. 
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Provisions Enabling Discovery of Expert Opinions 

There has been a variey of solutions to the problem of discovery of 

expert opinion, ranging from extremely broad provisions to rather limited 

ones. 

Discovery of all relevant data whether or not to be used at trial. Mary

land Rules of Procedure, Rule U12 goes so far as to provide that a party to 

a proceeding for condemnation may discover (1) all written reports of ex

perts pertaining to the value of the property re~rdless whether the reports 

were prepared for litigation or whether the experts are to be called as wit

nesses; (2) the name snd adress of all experts who have examined the property 

regardless whether they are to be called as witnesses who are then subject 

to deposition; and (3) the name and address of all experts who are to be 

called as witnesses. The full text of the Maryland proviSion is set out in 

Exhibit I. 

The Report of the Virginia Advisory Legislative Council on Laws Relating 

to Eminent Domain (1972) recommended a provision the same as Maryland's. 

However, the 1972 Virginia Legislative Assembly enacted a considerably toned

down version requiring disclosure only of the name and address of experts to 

be called as witnesses and, of them, only specific information such as com

parable sales to be relied upon may be obtained. For the relevant portion of 

the report and the enacted statute, see Exhibit II. 

An initial draft of the Uniform Eminent Domain Committee's discovery 

provision also provided for very broad discovery of all relevant information 

whether or not to be used at trialj however, the staff understands that the 

committee is in the process of honing down this initial draft so that discovery 

of the opinion snd data of experts will be limited to those who will be 

called as witnesses. 
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Discovery of the opinion of experts to be called as witnesses. As noted 

above, the Virginia and the Uniform Committee discovery proposals have been 

transmuted to limited provisions for discovery of basic expert testimony to 

be produced at trial. This is the fundamental approach of the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure as amended in 1970. Rule 26(b)(4) provides for discovery 

of an expert who is to testify at the trial. A party can require one who 

intends to use the expert to state the substance of the testimony that the 

expert is expected to give. The court may order further discovery, and it 

has ample power to regulate its timing and scope to prevent abuse. ordinarily, 

the order for further discovery will compensate the expert for his time and 

may compensate the party who intends to use the expert for past expenses 

reasonably incurred in obtaining facts or opinions from the expert. The text 

of Rule 26(b)(4) is set out as Exhibit III. 

The reasons for adoption of this rule in 1970 are explained in the Notes 

of the Advisory Committee on Rules: 

Subsection (b)(4)(A) deals with discovery of information obtained 
by or through experts who will be called as witnesses at trial. The pro
vision is responsive to problems suggested by a relatively recent line 
of authorities. Many of these cases present intricate and difficult 
issues, as to which expert testimony is likely to be determinative. 
Prominent among these are food and drug, patent, and condemnation cases. 
[Citations omitted.] 

In cases of this character, a prohibition against discovery of in
formation held by expert witnesses produces in acute form the very evils 
that discovery has been created to prevent. Effective cross-examination 
of an expert requires advance preparation. The lawyer even with the 
help of his own experts frequently cannot anticipate the particular ap
proach his adversary's expert will take on the data on which he will base 
his judgment on the stand. [Citation omitted.] A California study of 
discovery and pretrial in condemnation cases notes that the only substi
tute for discovery of experts' valuation materials is "lengthy--and often 
fruitless--cross-examination during trial," and recommends pretrial ex
change of such material. [Citation omitted.] Similarly, effective re
buttal requires advance knowledge of the line of testimony of the other 
side. If the latter is foreclosed by a rule against discovery, then the 
narrowing of issues and elimination of surprise which discovery normally 
produces are frustrated. 
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Exchange of information in eminent domain proceedings. The appros ch 

taken by California to abate the rigors of the work product rule, on the recom

mendation of the Commission, was the 1967 enactment of a statutory exchange 

of valuation scheme. See Code Civ. Froc. §§ 1272.01-1272.09 (Exhibit IV). 

The basic thrust of this scheme is that, no later than 50 days prior to the 

date set for trial, any party may make a demand on any other party to exchange 

valuation data for experts to be called as witnesses. A party who receives 

such a demand may, up to 40 days prio-r to trial, make a cross-demand on third 

parties for the same information. Then, 20 days prior to the date set for 

trial, each party who has served a demand, and each party on whom a demand 

has been served, exchanges the data. In order to assure that no party is 

required to give more or less than any other party, the specific elements that 

must be included in the ststement of valuation data are set out by statute. 

A failure to disclose precludes admission of the testimony by way of direct 

examination. 

The Uniform Eminent Domain Committee is developing a comparable scheme 

to supplement its basic provisions relating to discovery of expert testimony. 

See Exhibit V. 

COmparison of the provisions. The role of discovery of expert opinion 

is considerably different from that of discovery of the usual fact witnesses. 

The expert normally has no relevant information about the ease but has been 

employed by counsel in the hope he can develop favorable relevant opinions by 

examining specific items of evidence such as real property in the eminent 

domain proceeding. If the expert forms an opinion on the subject, he has 

crested potential relevant evidence and, if he later qualifies as an expert 

and testifies to his opinion, he has given relevant evidence. 
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To complicate his position, the expert often wears two hats: He is 

employed by counsel to form an opinion which he may later present as a witness 

in court; he also may be engaged as an adviser on trial preparation and tactics 

for the case and, in this latter capacity, serves as a professional consultant 

to counsel on the technical and forensic aspects of his specialty. From the 

point of view of counsel, the expert's freedom to advise counsel, to educate 

counsel on the technical problems of the case, to prepare him to handle un

familiar data in court, to analyze the availability of expert opinion and 

the need for its use, all without hinderance from the opposing side, are 

important elements of counsel's privacy of preparation. Consultation between 

expert and counsel may appropriately be given broad immunity from discovery, 

both as to expert and as to counsel, because none of the expert's opinion, 

professional though it may be, is relevant evidence in the case. To the 

contrary, his opinion is and will remain wholly irrelevant and 1mmsterial as 

evidence until the expert is called as a witness on the trial and shown to 

be qualified to give competent opinion testimony on a matter in which he is 

versed and which is material to the case. For this reason, the work product 

privilege is properly applied to this type of information, and such broad 

discovery statutes as that of M3.ryland and that initially proposed by the 

Virginia report and the Uniform Committee draft are inappropriate. 

But the initial status of the expert, as consultant and possible witness, 

changes its character at that point in the suit when it has become known he 

will actually testify as a witness. When it becomes reasonably certain an 

expert will give his professional opinion as a witness on a material matter 

in dispute, then his opinion has become a factor in the case. At that point, 

the expert has ceased to be merely a consultant and has become a counter in 
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the litigation, one to be evaluated along with others. Such evaluation properly 

includes pretrial discovery. It is for this reason that provisions such as 

the Federal Rule, and the Virginia and the Uniform Committee proposals as 

modified, limit discovery to opinions of experts to be called as witnesses. 

While the federal rules for discovery of expert opinion commend them

selves, the staff believes that California has a basically superior scheme of 

achieving the same goals. The basic problem with discovery of the opinion of 

expert w~tnesses is to work out methods of mutual disclosure of the opinions 

of potential 1,1 tnesses which will achieve desired results with minimum waste 

of motion and "ith fairness to all concerned. Under the California scheme, 

this has taken the form of an exchange of reports of experts during the final 

pretrial proceedings immediately in advance of trial. The key element is 

mutuality, which, if lacking, would inhibit any genuine disclosure in advance 

of trial in the case of opinion witnesses, for parties could merely claim 

they had not yet decided whether to use any expert witnesses and could con

tinue to profess indecision until the day of trial. 

The California exchange scheme, providing a precise listing of what must 

be exchanged and bearing the sanction that material not exchanged may not be 

introduced on direct examination, is in accord with the general rules of dis

covery that contemplate two-way disclosure and do not envision that one party 

may sit back in idleness and savor the fruits which his adversary has cultivated 

and harvested in diligence and industry. MUtual exchange of data provides 

some protection against attempted one-1<6Y disclosure; the party seeking dis

covery must be ready and willing to make an equitable exchange. 

The staff believes that the California exchange scheme is basically 

sound and proposes in the following section several changes to make it mare 
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effective. In this connection, the State Bar Committee on Governmental Lia-

bility and Condemnation, at its June 9, 1973, statewide meeting, restated its 

approval of the purposes of the exchange provision and other discovery pro-

cedures so long as the concept of mutuality is followed. 

The foregoing discussion was adapted largely from the opinion in Swartzman 

v. Superior Court, 231 Cal. App.2d at 202-204. 

Changes in the California Exchange Scheme 

Assuming that the most sound approach to discovery of expert opinions in 

eminent domain is to retain the California exchange of valuation data provi-

sions, and to remedy any defects they may have, what needs to be done7 

Attached to this memorandum is another copy of the responses to the questionnaire 
the Commission previously distributed. Some of the main concerns expressed in 

response to the questionnaire are that the exchange occurs too close to trial to 

be of any use, that the items listed in the exchange need to be expanded, that 
court enforcement of sanctions is inadequate, and that the cost is unduly great 

in small cases. 
Timing of exchange. The existing provision requires demand within 50 

days before trial, cross-demand within 4c days before trial, and exchange of 

data 20 days before trial. The common complaint with this scheme has been two-

fold--that the 20 days is not adequate to make full use of the disclosed data, 

and that often the data disclosed at that date is incomplete. The exchange 

provision that the Uniform Committee is developing has a 90-day demand period 

and the exchange takes place 30 days before trial. The State Bar Committee 

at its June 9, 1973, meeting adopted the following position: 

Demand for information is to be made at least seventy (70) days 
before trial. The cross-demand for information is to be wade no less 
than sixty (60) days before trial. The exchange of information is to 
occur no less than forty (40) days before trial. Further discovery 
through deposition, interrogatories, motion to produce, request for 
admissions should be permitted after the exchange of information with
out order of Court. All discovery is to be completed ten (10) days 
before trial. 
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Rule 222 of the California Rules of Court which generally pro
hibits discovery within 30 days prior to trial should not be a limita
tion upon discovery procedures mentioned above. 

The reasons for the above.proposed changes in Section 1272.01 is 
that effective discovery is often frustrated by the unavailability of 
the opposition's appraisal report, insufficient time to examine the 
data and effective discovery can not be pursued until the scope of 
relevance is defined by the expert witness's statement of his opinion 
and the reasons upon which it is based. 

The staff believes the State Bar Corrmittee reco~mendation is basically sound 

and would serve to cure the dual problem of insufficient time following the 

exchange and ioadequacy of data at the time of the exchange by providing an 

early exchange with follow-up discovery to within 10 days of trial. 

Items exchanged. One of the virtues of the California exchange scheme 

is its guarantee of mutuality in providing a listing of material that must be 

listed in the exchange data. This assures that no one party will be required 

to give any more or any less than he receives. Comments on the questionnaire, 

however, indicate a general dissatisfaction with the information required to 

be listed; suggestions for improvement include addition of reasons supporting 

opinion and method of computation, more detail on severance damages, and in-

elusion of gross income multiplier studies. 

Court enforcement of exchange. The comments indicate that there is some 

dissatisfaction with the court's failure to exclude evidence that was not 

exchanged on demand. The reason for this failure to exclude apparently is 

that the courts are simply reluctant to impose so harsh a penalty as exclusion 

of relevant evidence. One possible solution suggested in the comments and 

developed in the Uniform Committee draft is to provide the court with less 

harsh alternative sanctions such as granting continuances to meet the surprise 

and allowing fees and costs for additional work required because of it. 
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cost of exchange. The F'ederal Rules make provision for reimbursement of 

experts for time spent in responding to further discovery following initial 

disclosure of basic appraisal data; the comments on the questionnaire express 

dissatisfaction of the cost of discovery in small cases. The state Bar Com-

mit tee at its June 1973 meeting proposed that: 

[wlhen the condemnor initiates any procedure of discovery relating 
to the employment, opinion, investi§ation or dsta of an expert witness 
hired by the condemnee, and where compliance with or response in such 
discovery procedure reasonably requires additional time or services to 
be expended or rendered by said expert witness, the condemnor should 
be responsible for reasonable fees of said expert witness as such should 
be determined by the trial court at the time and in the manner for taxing 
costs. Such rule of responsibility would not extend to time and services 
of an appraiser spent in the preparation of the report or statement of 
his opinions for the purposes of exchange under C.C.p. §1272.01 or simi
lar pre-trial mutual exchange procedure. 

The foregoing motion was the product of lengthy debate and numerous 
amendatory motions. The Committee specifically discussed and rejected 
the contention that such a rule should also be applied to impose the fees 
of the condemnor's experts upon the condemnee where discovery procedures 
are invoked by the condemnee. 

MUtuality. As noted above, mutuality of exchange is the key to the Cali-

fornia scheme; the State Bar Committee predicated continued approval of 

the scheme on continued mutuality. In this connection, it should be noted that, 

at the June 1973 meeting, the Commission voted to delete the requirement of 

the existing scheme that any party who serves a demand for data must, when 

the time comes, exchange his own data ~Tith the party on whom he has made his 

demand. The reason for this decision was that, in the present statute, the 

requirement that he automatically exchange his own data may be overlooked by 

the incompetent attorney who expects to receive a statement but does not 

realize that the "exchange" procedure is a mutual one. 

~~ether this decision serves to destroy the mutuality of California's 

scheme is arguable. A person on "hom a demand is made "ill still be able 
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to get information from the demander if he serveS a cross-demand on him within 

the cut-off period (a possible tl~P for the attorney unfamiliar with the pro-

cedure)j yet the cross-demand may not be possible if the demand itself is a 

cross-demand made at the end of the cut-off period. 

There are several possible solutions to this problem. One is simply to 

exhume the automatic exchange requirement, placing it in a prominent position 

in the statute so that no one will be trapped. A second is to permit any 

person on whom a demand is served to serve a counter-demand regardless of 

passage of the cut-off date. A third is to make the excp~nge requirement 

universal--everyone must serve data on everyone elsej this is the Uniform 

Committee approach. 

The staff prefers a universal exchange scheme. Under this scheme, all 

parties would be required to exchange data 40 days prior to trial unless the 

parties have agreed not to or unless the trial is in a county that has adopted 

other adequate procedures. After the exchange, adopting some of the sug§es-

tions noted above, the parties would be able to employ traditional discovery 

devices to within 10 days of trial without necessity for a court order. The 

added expense for experts of either side in responding to this discovery would 

be recoverable except where discovery 1res required because full and complete 

disclosure of data was not made in the exchange. 

The staff believes that such an exchange scheme would not only preserve 

mutuality but would also prove to be more equitable and effective than the 

existing Oalifornia exchange scheme. 
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Memorandum 73-61 

EXHIBIT I 

Maryland Rules of Procedure 

Rule U12. Discovery • 

a. Generally • 

In a proceeding for condemnation pre-trial discovery shall be permitted 

and shall be governed by Chapter 400 (Depositions and Discovery) of the 

Maryland Rules, except as herein otherwise provided. 

b. Additional Subjects of Discovery. 

In addition to the documents and matters which he ~ discover under 

Rules 410 (Scope of Examination) and 417 (Discovery by Interrogatories to 

Party), but subject to the provisions of Rule 406 (Order to Protect Party and 

Deponent), a party to a proceeding for condemnation may: 

(1) By written interrogatory or by deposition require any other party to 

produce and submit for inspection, or to furnish a copy of, all written reports 

of experts pertaining to the value of the property sought to be condemned or 

any part thereof, whether or not such expert is to be called as a witness, and 

whether or not such report was obtained in anticipation of litigation or in 

preparation for trial. 

(2) By written interrogatory or by deposition require any other party to 

disclose the identity and location of every expert whom such other party has 

caused to examine the property sought to be condemned or any part thereof for 

the purpose of determining its value, whether or not such expert is to be 

called as a witness, and whether or not such examination was procured in 

anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial. 
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(3) ~ written interrogatory or by deposition require any other party 

to disclose the identity and location of every expert whom such other party 

proposes to call as a witness. 

(4) ~ deposition on written questions or oral examination, examine any 

expert whose identity and location are obtainable under the provisions of 

this section, as to such expert's findings and opinions. An expert so ex

amined shall be entitled to reasonable compensation therefor, to be paid him 

by the party examining him. 
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Memorandum 73-61 

EXHIBIT II 

LAWS RELATING TO EMINENT DOMAIN 

REPORT OF THE 

VIRGINIA ADVISORY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
Department of Pureha.ses and Supply 

Richmond 
1972 

EXTRACT 
5. The major issue in eminent domain cases is determination of what 

amount shan be awarded a landowner for land taken and damages, if any, to his 
remaining property because of the take. The law requires the condemnor to 
make a "bona fide" offer of purchase before commencement of condemnation 
proceedings, and too often this is perfunctory and meaningless. 

At trial the condemnor, through witnesses, may take the position the value 
of the land taken is Jess or more than the landowner was offered before trial 
and, notwithstanding prior negotiations, the condemnor mayor may not deny 
any damage to landowner's remaining lands. Not until the trial does the 
landowner know the facts and reasoning upon which the condemnor's 
valuations or conclusions are based. Until the moment. the condemnor rests his 
case, the landowner doc, not kn{)w where be stands. At this pnint, the 
landowner then has the burden of producing evidence to rebut t.hat which he 
was not aware of until the time of t.riaL It is equally true that t.he condemnor 
dO€s not know what ev,denee of the landowner it must rebut until the 
landowner rests his case. 

The prohibition of discovery make,; condemnation cases blind man's bluff. 
The adversaries reveal at trial only such facts and opinions obtained prior to 
trial as may be expedient to their respective causes and without discovery the 
facts and opinions withheld are forever hidden. 

We believe the issue of "just compensation" may better be determined if 
each party had the opportunity to di",over the fads and opinions of his 
adversar~~s witnesses before tria! and thus be prepared to meet the issui's at 
time of trial through presentation of properly prepared evidence rather than 
evidence proouced on an instant mix basis. 

The weight of authurity in the United States indicates that di",overy is not 
prohibited in condemnation cases; and we are addsed full discovery has 
resulted in a higher incidence of pretrial settiements in jurisdictions where such 
is allowed, thereby making the requirement of a bona fide offer more than 
perfunctory and meaningless. 
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ffiCWISION RECOMMEmJED BY VIRGINIA ADVIS(J!.Y LEGISIltTIVE carneIL 

§ 25-46.4:2. In addition to the evidence which a party may discover under 
statute, or Rules of Court as promulgated by the Supreme Court of Virl':'inia. 
any party to a proceeding for condemnation may: 

(! I By written interrogatory or by deposition require any other party to 
produce and submit for inspection, or to furnish a copy of, all written reports of 
experts pertaining to the value of the property sought to be condemned. or any 
part thereof, whether or not such expert is to be called as a witness, and 
whether or not such report was obtamed in anticipation of litigation or in 
preparation for trial. . 

(2) By written interrogatory or by deposition require any other party to 
disclose the identity and location of every expert whom stich other party has 
caused to examine the property sought to be condemned, or any part thereof, for 
the purpose of determining its value, whether or not lueh expert is to be called 
as a witness and whether or not such examination was procured in ant icipation 
of litigation "r in preparation for trial. 

(3) By written interrogato'1 or by deposition require any other party tu 
disclose the identity and locatIOn of every expert whom such other party 
proposes to call as a witness. 

(4) By written interrogatory or by deposition, examine any expert whose 
identity anrllocation are obtainable under tbe provisions of this section, as to 
such expert's findings and opinions. 

An expert interrogated or examined by deposition, all provided in this 
section. shan be entitled to reasonable compensation therefor. Such 
compensation shall be paid by the party interrogating or deposing such expert. 

PROVISIQI ENAC'l'ED BY 1972 SESSIQI OF VIRGINIA lEGISLATIVE ASSEIIBLY 

• § 25.46.4:2. Illterrogatorics.-Any part)' to a proceeding for condemna· 
lIOn m~y: 

(1) By written interrogatory or hy deposition rrquire any other p.1rty to dis~ 
close the" i{knt~ty ,dlCl k.'cation of c\'ery person \;,.'hom stJ(:h iJ.ther party intends to 
(,"..IU in his behalf at tri'!!. 

(2) By \ .... rhtl"l1 int('rro~ato:-y or :)y de:p():oit:on, eX;'l!l:ine any p(-r~on td":.c..sr:- iGe:~
tHy and Iocatiun ~i.rc (JJn::in"l;h~ n~d:'T t:lC p~ovisinns of tl:is section, ::IS .~l.:ch ~)c.r;,otl's 
findings of: (n) cOl1lIy!.r~lhlc !;;,1(,:-;; Cb) h.·;:,:sf. <l!!,rt.:cmcnls; (c) s(p~:Jrc !r:.ot v;:-.1L~· 
ations; (d) totat v:tlU(~ o!" pr.-JP~··n·' ~;tl·:en: (t"'1 tot~:: rblllarre v:-lhw. it ao\- o\':::r en
hancement, if any; and (f) th: "sp('df:c llv.!!'hnrl by whi~h the totnl pJr~p('rty or 
total dam<1ge valuations were dl::·i',ed. 

A person intcrrogt~tcd or eX;iniinNl hy depositi::Jn, ~s provided in this. section, 
.Ehall he cIltitled to rt~a:>onablc c{)mp-t',l.:-;;::'lion Ih~!"'(·ior. Sllfh comr-(:lls~llion shaH llC 

paid hy the party ill~('rro;~~iting cr d;·:ij/)~:ll~ SIKh pc:rt-;ou. (1972, C. 533.) 
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Memorandum 73-61 

EXHIBIT III 

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

V. DEPOSITIONS AND DISCOVERY 

Rule 26. 

GENERAL FROVISIONS GOVERNING DISCOVERY 

(a) Discovery ~~thods. Parties may obtain discovery by one or more of 

the following methods: depositions upon oral examination or written questions; 

written interrogatories; production of documents or things or permission to 

enter upon land or other property, for inspection and other purposes; physical 

and mental examinations; and requests for admission. Unless the court orders 

otherwise under subdivision (c) of this rule, the frequency of use of these 

methods is not limited. 

(b) Scope of Discovery. Unless otherwise limited by order of the court 

in accordance with these rules, the scope of discovery is as follows: 

(1) In General. Parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not 

privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending 

action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking 

discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party, including the exist

ence, description, nature, custody, condition and location of any books, 

documents, or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons 

having knowledge of any discoverable matter. It is not ground for objection 

that the information sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the informa

tion sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admis

sible evidence. 

* * * * * 
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(4) Trial Preparation: Experts. Discovery of facts known and opinions held 

by experts, otherwise discoverable under the provisions of subdivision (b)(l) 

of this rule and acquired or developed in anticipation of litigation or for 

trial, may be obtained only as follows: 

(A) (i) A party may through interrogatories require any other party to 

identify each person whom the other party expects to call as an expert witness 

at trial, to state the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, 

and to state the substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert is 

expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion. (ii) Upon 

motion, the court may order further discovery by other means, subject to such 

restrictions as to scope and such provisions, pursuant to subdivision (b)(4)(e) 

of this rule, concerning fees and expenses as the court may deem appropriate. 

(B) A party may discover facts known or opinions held by an expert who 

has been retained or specially employed by another party in anticipation of 

litigation or preparation for trial and who is not expected to be called as a 

witness at trial, only as provided in Rule 35(b) or upon a showing of exceptional 

circumstances under which it is impracticable for the party seeking discovery to 

obtain facts or opinions on the same subject by other means. 

(e) Unless manifest injustice would result, (i) the court shall require that 

the party seeking discovery pay the expert a reasonable fee for time spent in 

responding to discovery under subdivisions (b)(4)(A)(ii) and (b)(4)(B) of this 

rule; and (ii) with respect to discovery obtained under subdivision (b)(4)(A)(ii) 

of this rule the court may require, and with respect to discovery obtained under 

subdivision (b)(4)(B) of this rule the court shall require, the party seeking 

discovery to pay the other party a fair portion of the fees and expenses reason

ably incurred by the latter party in obtaining facts and opinions from the 

expert. 
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See.. 

EXHIBIT IV 

[Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1272.01-1272.09) 

CHAPTER 2. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION IN 
EMINENT DOMAIN PROCEEDINGS fNEW) 

1272.01 Excbange of list. of expert witnesAes and statements of valua
- tion data. 

1272.02 Statemen.t of val~ation data; persons from whom exchanged; 
contents. 

1272.03 List of expert witnesses; content.. 
1272.04 Notice to pe .... ons upon whom list and statements served of "ct", 

tionai witnesses or data; . form. 
12'72.06 Limitations upon calling witnelses and testimony by witnesses. 
12'72.66 Grounds for court authority to call witness or permit testimony 

by witnesa. 
1272.07 Applicability of chapter. 
1272.08 Use of di8covery procedures. 
1272.09 Admia8iblJity of evidence. 

Clurpter. added bff StaIBJ167, c.IIO",,, .• 1U, § S. 

II 1272.01 EzeJulDge of 1iat8 of opert witD_ uuI statementa of valu
ation data 

(a) Service and fililla of demand. 
(a) Not later than 60 days prior to the day lei for the trial, an}' parly 

to an eminent domain proceedior may serve upon aoy adve .... e party and 
file a demand to exchange lists of expert witnesses and statements of 
valuation data. 

(b) Crou-demaad. 
(b) A party on whom a demand i. served may, not later than 40 days 

pri.or to the day set for the trial, serve upon any adverse party and file a 
crols-demand to excbanre lists of expert witnesses and statemenls of 
valuation data relating to the parcel of property described in the demand. 

(c) Contents of demuul or CI'088-deia81ld. 

(e) The demand or cross-demand shall: 
(1) Describe the pareel of property to which the demand or cros.-de

ID&JId relates, which description may be made by reference to the earn· 
plaint. 

(2) Jnelude a slatement in substantially the following form: "You 
are reqnired to serve and deposit with the clerk of eourt a list of e"'pert 
witnesse. and statement. of "aluation data in compliance with Chapter 2 
(commencing with Section 1272.01) of Title T of Part S of the Code of 
Civil Procedure not later than 20 days prior to the date sel for trial. Ex
cept as otherwise provided in that chapter, your failure to do so will con
stitute II waiver of your right to call unlisted experl witneases during your 
case in chief and of your right to introduce on direct examination durinr 
your ease in cbief any matter that i. required to be, but is not, Bet forth 
in your .statements of valuation data.') 

(d) Service and depoalt of list and statement •. 
(d) Not later than 20 days prior to the day set for trial, eacb party who 

served a demand or cro~.·demand and each party upon whom a demand 
or cross-demand was served shall Berve and deposit with the clerk of the 
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court a li.t of expert witnes.es and statements of valuation data. A party 
who served a demand or cross-demand shall 8erve hi. list and statementa 
upon each party on whom he served his demand or cross-demand. Eacb 
party on whom a demand or ero88-demand was served shall serve hi. list 
and statements upon the party who served the demand or cross-demand. 

(e) Duties 01 derka of court. 
(eJ The clerk of the court shall make an entry in the register of actions 

for each list of expert witnes.es and Btatement of valuation data deposited 
with him pursuant to this chapter. The lista and statements sball not be 
filed in the proceeding, but the CINk .hall make them available to tbe court 
at the commencement of the trial for the limited purpoa.e of enabling tbe 
court to apply the prOVisions of this chapter. Unless the court otherwise 
orderB, the clerk shall, at tbe conclu.ion of the trial, return all lists and 
statements to the attorney. for the parties who deposited them. List. or 
statements ordered by the court to be retained may thereafter be destroyed 
or otherwi •• disposed of in accordance with the provisions of law gov
erning the destruction or disposition of' exhibits introduced in the trial. 
(Added Stats.1967, c. 11M, p. 2742, § 2.) 

§ 1%12..02 Statement of valuation data; pefllOllll fr .... whom eschanpd; 
content. 

(a) A statement of valuation data shall be exchanced for each persoD 
intended to be called a8 a witne •• by the party to teatify to big opinion 
as to any of the followi ng matters: 

(1) The value of the property or property interest being vaJued. 
(2) The amount of the damage, if any, to the remainder of the larger 

parcel from which such property is taken. 
(3) The amount of the special benefit, if any, to the remainder of the 

larger parcel from which such property is taken. 
(b) The statement of valuation data shall give the name and business 

or residence "d~r""" of the witness and shall include a .tatement whether 
the witness will testify to nn opinion as to any of the matters listed in 
subdivision (a) and. a. to each such rna tier upon which he will give an 
opinion, what that opinion is and the following items to the extent that the 
opinion on suth matter is based thereon: 

(1) The estate or interest being valued. 
(2) The date of valuation used by the witnes •• 
(S) The highest and best use of the property, _ 
('n The appHcabl(' zoning and thl~ ()pinion of lhl~ witnN;S [HI to the prob

abUity of any change in such zoning'. 
(5) The s,al(. .. ~. cont.racts to :-::eH ~dld pourcha:·'H', and h'.a:-;,,~ supporting 

the opillion. 
(6) The cost of reproduction or ft'place-nwnt of (ht, exh.tihg improvt'~ 

ments on the property, the depredation or obsol~seence the improvements 
havt' suffered, and tht< m(1'thod uf calculation u~{'d to ddf'l"mirw d('TU't'cia
tiorl~ 

(7) The gro~s income from the property? the d~ductlom. fronl arrat'lS in· 
come. and the resuUing net income; the r(!3sonable net rental vaiu~ nt· 
tributable to the land and existing jmprov~mt'nts Hwreou, nnd the esti
mated gross rentsl income and deductiobs therefrom upon which "ueh 
reasotLable net rental value hi computE>J!; the r~\te of capitali?ation used. 
and the value indicated by such capitalizatiob, 

(8) If the property is a ""rtion of a largor parcd, !l de.cription of (he 
larger parcel and it. value. 

(e) With respect to each sole, contract, or lease JL_teo under Ilaragraph 
(5) of subdivision (b); 

(1) The names and business or residence audressl's, if known, of thp 
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parties to the transaction. 
(2) The location of the property subject to the transaction. 
(3) The date of th. trar,saction. 
(4) If recorded, the date of recording and the volume and page nr other 

identification of the record of the transaction. 
(5) The price and other terms and circum.tances of the tran.action. 

In lieu of stating the term. contained in any contract, lea.e, or other docu· 
ment, the statement may, if the document is available for inSpN'lion by the 
adverse party, .tate the place where and the times when it i. availkble for 
jnspection. 

(d) If any opinion referred to in subdivision (a) is based in whole or in 
substantial part upon the opinion of another pe •• on, th,· ,tawment of 
valuation data shall include the name and busines" 01' residence addr.s. 
of Ruch other person, hJS busineRs, occupation. or pr'ofession. and a :itate~ 
ment as to the subject matter to which his opinion relates, 

(e) Except when an appraisal report i. us.d ss a statement of valua' 
tion data as permitted by subdivision (f). the statement of valuation data 
shall include a statement, signed by the witnoss. that the witness hag re"d 
the statement of valuation data and thut it fairly and correctly states hi. 
opinions and knowledge as to the matter. therein .tated. 

(f) An appraisAl report that has been prepared by the witness whkh 
includes the information re<juired to be included in a Rtatement of valua· 
tion data may be used as a statement of valuation data cilder this chap 
ter. 
(Added Stata.1967, c. 1104, p. 2742, § 2.) 

§ 1272.03 Lial of expert witnesses; content. 
The list 6f expert witne •• es shall indude the name, busine .. or resi· 

dence addre .. , and bu.ines.., occupation, or profession of each person 
intended to be called as an .expert witne •• by the party and a statemenl 
as to the subject matter to which hi. testimony relate •. 
(Added Stata.1967, c. 1104, p, 2'742, § 2.) 

§ 1212.04 Notice to person. upon whom list ud stateme!lta aerved of 
additional witnes.oe8 or data; form 

(a) A party who is required to exchange Iist8 of expert witnesses and 
statements of valuation data shall diligently give noUce to the parties 
upon whom hi. list and .tatements were .. rved if, after service of hi. list 
and statem~nts. he: 

(1) Determine. to call an expert. witne •• not included in his Jist of ex· 
pert witnesses to testify on direct examination dudng his case in cbief: 

(2) Determine. to have a witne"" called by him testify on direct exam
ination during his case in chief to any opinion or data required to be listed 
in the statement of valualio" data for Ihat witness but which was not .0 

listed: or 
(3) Disco"~rs any d~ta required to be listed in a statement of valuation 

data but w hie h was not so listed. 
{bJ. Th. notice req~il'ed by subdivision (a) sball inclade the Informa

tion specified in Sections 1272.02 and 1272.03 and shall be in writing; but 
such Ilotice is II0t required to b. in writing if it is given after the com· 
mencemen! of the trial ' 
(Added 8tats.1961, c, 1104, p. 2742. § 2.) 

§ 1272.05 Limitation8 upon calling w..ltn_ and testimony by witne_ 
Except as provided in Section 1272.06, upon objection of any party who 

ba. served his list of expert witn.SS<'8 and statements of valuation data in 
compliance with Section 1272.01: 

(a) No "arty r"'luired to serve a li.t of expert witnesses may call an 
."Pert witDe .. to te.tify on direct examination during the case in cbief of 
tbe party calling him unless the information required by Section 1272.03 
for such witne •• i. included in the Ii.t served by tbe party who calls the 
witness. 
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(b) No party required to serve statements of valuation data· may cal! 
il witness to tt~stify on direct examination during the case in chief of thft 
party calling him to bis opinion of the value ()f the property described in 
the dt'm:irld or cross-demand or the amount of the damage or benefit, if 
any, 10 the remainder of lhe larger par".l from which such property is 
taken unless a s.tahlment of valuation data for thE' witness was served b.\· 
the party who calls the witnes •. 

(cJ No witness called by any parly required to .erve stalement" of 
valuation data may testify on direct examination during the case in chief 
of the part)· who called him to any opinion or data required to.be listed in 
tbe statement of valuation data for Ruch witness unles~ such opinion or 
data is lis~('d in th(> :-<tatemt:"'nt served, f'XCt'I)t that testimony that iR merely 
un ('xp1amltioJ] or da.boration of da.ta ."i.o listed is not jnadmis~jbie under 
this ~(.'ttiM1. 
(Added Stats.J9n7, c. 110)4, l' 2742, § 2.) 

§ 1272.06 Ground. (or court authority 10 call witn ..... or permit t ... timony 
by witness 

(a) The court may, upon "ueh terms as may be just, perrrut a party to 
caU ·a witnes~, or permit a witJ]('~!'I- called by a part.y to t~stjfy to an opinion 
or data on direct ,·xamination, !luring the party', cnse in chief where .uch 
witncs:-::~ opinion. or data is requir{'d to hf>, but i~ not. inc1udcd in ~ut'h 
party', ligt of expert witne.se. or .tutement. of valuation data if the 
court find. that .lIch puny ha. mad .. a (food faith effort to comply with 
Sections 1272.01 to 1272.03, inclusive, that he bas complied with Section 
1272.04, "nd that, by the dat" of t.he service of big li.t .and statement •• 
he: 

(1) Would not in the exerti:sf' of rea.t!lonable diligence have determined 
to calJ such witness or diseovercd or.1i . .,ted such opinion or data; or 

(2) Failed to dd~rmine W ~alJ ~uch witnf':'s or to dhicovcr or Jist $uch 
opinion or data through mjstake, inadvertenct:', surprise. (Ir (!xcusabJe 
neglee!. 

(b) In making a determination under thia ~ction, the c(\urt shali take 
into account the extent to which the opposing pit.ty ba, relied upon the 
list of exper! witnesses and statement. of valuation data alld will be preju
diced if the witnesM- i~ caUed or the lc~tjmollY c'Jncerning suth opinion 01' 
data is given. 

(Added 8tats.1967, e.ll04, p. 2742, § 2.) 

§ 1272.07 Applicability of chapter 
This chapter doe. not apply in any eminent domain proceeding in any 

county having a "opulstion in execss of 4,000,000 in which a pretrial con
ference is held. 

(Added Slats.1967, c. 1104, p. 2742, § 2.) 

§ 1272.08 Use of diacovery proeedu.". 
The procedlll'e provided in this chapter doe. not prevent the use of dis

eovery procedures or limit the matters that are discoverable in eminent 
domain proeeedings. Neither the existence of the procedure provided by 
this chapter, nor the fact that it' has or has not been invoked by a party 
to the proceeding, affects the time for completio!l of di.cov,'.ry in the 
proceeding. 
(Added Stats.1967, c.l104. p. 2742, § 2., 
§ 1272.09 Admlsaibility of evidence 

Nothing in this chapter make. admissible any evidence that i. not other· 
wise admissible or permitS a witne~. to baoe an opinion on aoy matter thai 
is not a proper basis for such an opinlon. 
(Added 8tat8.1967, c. 1104. p. 2742, § 2.) 
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Memorandum 73-61 EXHIBIT V J "7" "11 ull'P .;. J ,) - p. I ~ 

1 Section 702. [Exchange of Appraisal Reports] 

2 (al In addition or as an alternative to discovery under section 

3 701, any party to the action, not later than [SO} days prior to the date 

4 set for the trial of issues of compeE::iation I may file clnd serve on all 

5 other parties a written demand for an exchange of appraisal reports that 

6 have not previously been furnished either voluntarily or pursuant to dis-

7 covery proceeding s. 

8 (b) Not later than [30] days after service of the demand, the party 

9 making the demand and each other party served with the demand shall de-

10 liver to each other a copy of all appraisal reports in his pussession or under 

II his control and not previously furmshed. 

12 (cl An "appraisal report" within the meaning uf this section is 

J 3 any written statement or analy sis prepared by or under the diruction of a 

14 person who is expected to be called dS a witness at the tri,,] to testify 

15 on any issue relating to the \larUe or dmount of compensation for the P[O-

16 perty sought to be taken. dnd slt"l! to the ext8[,t ,·e"sur,,,bly ilviJil"ule. 

include: 
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17 (1) the name and address of the witness; 

18 (2) a summary of the facts known to and opinions held by 

19 the witness on any matters to which he expects to testify at the 

20 trial; and 

21 (3) a complete and detailed statement of the supporting data 

22 upon which the report Is based. 

Comment 

Section 702 Is an adaptation of sections 1272.01 dnd 1272.02 of 

the Cdllfornia Code of Civil Procedure. Similar procedures for exchange 

of appraisal reports have been adopted in other jurisdictions, including 

New York, as a supplement to existing discovery practice. See 7 P. 

Nichols. Eminent Domain § 7 .04 [2J (rev. 3rd ed. 1971). As to the con-

sequences of the exchange procedure, see sections 703 dnel 704. 

Under this section, the required exchange of appraisal reports is 

triggered by service of il wfltten demand by (Jne of the parties. It is nul 

,In dut"matic procedure that must be followed in every case; ilccorcingly, 

by voluntLlrY cooperation between the parties, the formal procedure of 

this ~ection may be dvoidE:d~ Un the other hdnJ. in UfJprcpriate circum-

, 

stances, the parties mil:; elllfJloy the discovery procedur(,s provldcel 10 

section 701 without resort to the })[G sent sectif~1D * 
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1 Section 703. I:§.ypplementation of ~'u.?Eraisal Reports] 

2 (a) A party shall, with reasonable promptness prior tu trial, 

3 deliver a supplemental written report to every party to whum he was re-

4 quired to deliver one or more appraisal reports pursuant to section 702 

5 if, after delivery of the reports, 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

(1) he determines to caJl as a valuation witness at the 

trial a person for whom an appraisal report was not previously 

delivered; or 

(2) he discovers additional information or facts required 

to be included in the appraisal report for a wltness but WhICh was 

nut inc! uded j.n the report as delivered. 

(b) A supplemental report required by subsectIOn (a) shdll inClude 

all information required by section 702 and necessary to make the report 

reasonably complete and accurate. 

Cc.mment 

SectiOn 703 creates ,) duty on the Pdrt of " party, after exdldf,gmtl 

appraisal reports purSudnt to section 702, to Ciuppknl<-,nt th" report" in 
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order to keep them up-to-date and accurate in Lght of chiinges in th" 

party's tactical plans and any newly discovered eVidence relating to 

the expert's testimony. The requirements o[ secrions 702 and 71)3 are, 

in effect, cumulative. 

Reporter's Note: Section 703 has been revised on the basis 
of the committee's discussions at the September 1972 meeting. 

1 - Section 704. I1ffect of Appraisal Reports on Expert Witness Testimony) 

2 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), a palty required to de-

3 liver an appraisal report under section 702 may' not, over objection by a 

4 party who wa s entitled to delivery of the report, call a witn8ss to testify 

5 at the trial on any question relating to the value or to the dmount of com-

6 p8nsation for the property sought to be. taken unless the requIred appeaisd! 

7 report for the witness, in substdntial compliance with sections 702 dod 703, 

8 was duly delivered. 

(b) 

10 judice to any party, may contir.ue the trial for (l rCdsondbJe period of time 

11 un sur.h cunditiunr .J.S E1CJ,/ be just, ur na.y permit if platy to cdll d witness 

12 or elicit dD (}pinio)1 or other te sU r:-:ony from d volitne ss cc .. ntri.lry to sub-



,-
June 1973 - p. 7.1S 

13 section (a) •. 

CO!'lment 

Section 704 (a) makes an unexcused failure tp campI y with the pro

cedure for exchange of appraisal reports a ba sis for objection to valuation 

testimony that was required to be covered by a report. This section is 

applicable, however, only when an exchange of appraisal reports IS 

required by demand properly served under section 702 (a). 

Section 7Q4 (h) gives the court power to excuse noncompliance upon 

a proper showing. In allowing the noncomplying party to introduce valud

tion testimony not covered in a duly delivered and adequate appraisal 

report. however. the court may impose any reasonable conditions that 

may be just, such as a short continuance of the trial or the payment of 

additional cost or expense of preparation to meet the uneJolPcQl.ed cvidence. 
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RESULTS OF CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION 
COMMISSION'S FEBRUARY 1972 
QUESTIONNAIRE RE DISCOVERY 

Note 

December 1972 

In February the Law Revision Commission sent a question

naire on variouS aspects of condemnation practice to attorneys, 

judges and appraisers on its mailing list. 

The answers to the questions regarding discovery (Questions 

17-26) by attorneys have been tabulated and are indicated below. 

For the purpose of categorizing the answers, the attorneys who 

authored them were divided into three clasifications: those 

representing condemnors, those representing condemnees, and 

those who represent both sides. Regarding the latter classifi

cation,if, for example, an attorney stated that more than 50% 

of his condemnation practice involved representing condemnors 

while less than 5% is for condemnees, his answer would be 

placed in the category of a condemnor attorney rather than 

both, because the'mass of his practice is for one side. The 

authors of the answers are not indicated except in one instance, 

the Legal D~vision of California Department of Public Works, 

first, because :Lts response is a joint reply for 111 trial 

attorneys, and second, because of the volume of cases in which 

it is involved. 
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General Analysis 

The replies to the questions on discovery contain no 

startling revelations. Most attorneys recognize that it is use

ful (Question 22), but they also note that often appraisal data 

and opinions are not finalized until very near the trial date. 

For this reason and because much of the data necessary for the 

appraisal is equally available to both parties in the market, 

discovery devices should be keyed to the approaches to value and 

severance damage employed by the appraiser, as well as informa

tion that is exclusively in the hands of the other party. 

Those who have experience with the Los Angeles County pro

cedure (Question 17) generally gave it a favorable rating. But 

some criticized the procedure in two areas: it is a nuisance in 

smaller cases, and it puts a burden on the property owner. 

Further, some attorneys supplement the procedure by interroga

tories and depositions. 

The discovery devices of interrogatories and statutory 

exchange (Questions 18 and 20) are the most often used, while 

depositions (Question 19) are employed to a lesser extent. 

The point of greatest concern was raised by Question 21, 

regarding excluding testimony sought to be elicited by the 

,opposing party at trial but which was not made known through 

discovery. Many noted courts are reluctant to exclude such 

testimony; and the State Division of Highways attorneys felt 

that those courts with a.stricter approach apply it just to 

condemnors. Although it was not stated by any of the parties 
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responding to the questionnaire, this judicial reluctance to 

exclude reinforces the practice of delaying finalization of the 

appraisal until time of trial. 

There is a great deal of suspicion that the other side is 

hiding information or not willing to exchange data on an equal 

basis. The fear of inequality of exchange was particularly 

noted as a deficiency in the statutory exchange procedure of 

CCP §§1272.01-l272.09 (Question 26); it was advised that the 

exchange should be policed by the court. 

The responses did not recommend any overhaul of tte dis

covery procedures in eminent domain. Perhaps, this wtS a 

product of the manner in which the questions were frJmed; onty 

Question 26 regarding statutory exchange asked specifically 

about deficiencies, although Question 22 inquiring about the 

general usefulness of discovery in eminent domain called for 

comment by those responding. 

There may be other reasons, however. Since condemnation is 

a specialty field in the law, i.t is not unusual to find a certain 

rapport between condemnor attorneys (especially those with the 

larger public agenc,ies) and their counterparts who have the 

lion's share of the condemnee cases in a particular area. These 

attorneys see each other often; anc in many instances the 

p'rivate practit.ioner was Qnce employed by the agency, such as 

the Di.vision of Highways. This rapport can lead to informal 

discovery sessions. Those who are lIot members of the "club" 

must struggle with discovery tools. 

Related to the above is the condemnor's practice of 
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converting negotiations between counsel into a discovery session. 

By adopting the posture of "show me why our figure is wrong" or 

"if we overlooked anything, we'll certainly re-evaluate our 

offer," the condemnee is pushed into revealing some of its 

strengths. If there is genuine response by the agency or it has 

the reputation of honestly re-evaluating its position, the pros

pect of settlement will begin to outweigh strategy of trial 

preparation. 

The responses indicate that the condemnee is more inclined 

to discovery. Because the burden of going forward with its case 

at trial is upon the condemnee and "negotiations" can reveal the 

outline of the condemnee's case, the condemnor is frequently 

content to wait and see. If it initiates discovery, there is 

sure to be retaliation. But if it does not and the condemnee's 

attorney knows there is no prospect of settlement, the latter 

~y choose to piece together the condemnor's case from the offer 

and hold revelation of the property oWner's case until trial. 

It appears that condemnation "club" attorneys have evolved 

a practical approach to discovery. There is a realization that 

it is not as beneficial as in other cases, where, for instance, 

eyewitness accounts of observable facts at the center of a 

dispute must be secured and analyzed. If there is need for 

revision of discovery in eminent domain, those who deal with it 

only on a sometime basis and have the small cases probably have 

a better perspective. 

NORMAN E., MATTEeNI 
Consultant to Law Revision Commission 
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DISCOVERY AND EXCHANGE OF VALUATION DATA 

Los Angeles County Procedure 

17. Have you ever used the Los Angeles County exchange of 
appraisal information procedure? 

Condemnor Attys Condemriee Attys Attys for Both 

YES 3* 12 9 

NO 9 11 4 

If YES, did you also use any other discovery or exchange 
of valuation procedure? 

Condemnor Attys Condemnee Attys 

YES 1 6 

NO 2* 4 

If YES, what procedures did you use? 

Condemnor Attys: 

Attys J:or Both 

4 

6 

1. Depositions and request for admissions of fact. 

Condemnee Attys: 

1. Depositions. 

2. Occasionally depositions and also interrogatories. (2) 

3. Statutory exchange. 

Attys for Both: 

1. Interrogatories and depositions. 

2. On occasion, depositions and interrogatories. (2) 

3. Voluntary open appraisal book discussions with 
opposing counsel. 

* The reply of the Legal Division of California Department of 
Public Works, which is included here and noted in answers to 
subsequent questions, is a joint reply on behalf of 111 trial 
attorneys. 
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What do you think of the Los Angeles County procedure? 

Condemnor Attys: 

1. I have read the procedure and find that it would be 
relatively beneficial in most situations. 

2. Very good. It is simple and effective. 

3. It is probably helpful in large cases, but a 
nuisance in small ones. 

4. The difficulty with the Los Angeles rule coupled with 
statutory exchange is that the total expense to 
attorneys and their clients, and to the public by 
way of extra judicial time expended, is much greater 
than if the parties were left to the selective 
application of traditional discovery methods to 
appropriate cases. This is true because statutory 
discovery under the Los Angeles system is applied 
in every case going to pretrial. Further, the 
value of the use of statutory discovery, even coupled 
with judicial administration, is very much less than 
the value of the use of the more probative traditional 
tools of discovery when measured against the yard
sticks of ascertainment of the truth leading to 
accurate verdicts on just compensation, or, in the 
alternative, realistic settlements. 

Traditional discovery by interrogatory and deposition 
takes very little judicial time when compared with 
statutory discover), administered through a pretrial 
judge. The latter system is based on the premise 
that every condemnation case calls for discovery 
and legal rulings before trial. Not every 'condemna
tion case calls for discovery. The majority of 
condemnation cases do call for discovery or legal 
rulings before trial. However, this majority is 
better served by traditional discovery and bifurcated 
trial'than the Los Angeles pretrial system.· ' 

Condemnee Attys: 

1. Needs tightening up: pretrial order is loosely 
worded in some important aspects. 

2. It is helpful and necessary, but imposes severe 
time requirements. 
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Condemnee Attys: (Cont'd) 

3. It is good, if reasoning and means of computing 
value are fairly disclosed. 

4. Good. (4) 

5. It works but needs a conference after the exchange 
in order to promote settlements. 

6. It works quite well. 

7. Excellent. 

8. Leads to widespread cheating by condemnors~ No 
effective control on failure to fairly exchange. 
But, it is efficient. 

9. It does not accomplish very much. 

Attys for Both: 

1. It is a waste of time; the reports obtained can be 
obtained with other discovery devices in a much 
easier fashion. The Los Angeles procedure is a 
great burden on out-of-county attorneys, since 
it requires extra and unnecessary court appearances. 

2. Satisfactory, depending upon cooperation of opposing 
counsel. 

3. Very good. 

4. It forces early and thorough preparation of one's 
case. It puts greater economic burden on property 
owners. Generally it helps to settle cases. 

5. It is a good procedure but it places a burden on the 
property owner in small cases. Some proviSion should 
be made for reimbursing the property owner for some 
or part of his appraisal report if the same is < 

required as a court procedure. This could be handled 
in the same way as other recoverable court costs. 
The comment is limited to the preparation of the 
report alone and not to the cost of the appraiser. 

6. Excellent. (3) 

7. Prefer Code of Civil Procedure exchange. 
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General Questions Relating to Discover~ 

(These questions should be answered on the basis of your 
experience in counties other than Los Angeles.) 

18. In what percentage of your condemnation cases do you USe 
interrogatories? 

Condemnor Attys Condemnee Attys Attys for Both 

0 no replies no replies ., 
.... 

less than 5% 2 7 4 

5-50i. 7* 7 6 

more than 50i. no replies 2 no replies 

100% 1 6 1 

19. In what percentage of your condemnation cases 
depositions? . 

do you use 

Condemnor Attys .Condemee Attys Attys for Both 

0 no replies 2 3 

less than 5% 3 9 3 

5-50% 5* 6 7 

more than 50% 1 1 1 

100% , 
4 no replies ~ 

20. In what percentage of your condemnation cases do you use 
the statutory exchange procedure? 

Condemor Att~s Condexmee Attys Attys for Both 

0 2 3 2 

less than 5% 2* 3 7 

5-50% 4 9 3 

more than 50% 1 3 2 

100% 1 2 no replies 
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21. When you h<'ive. used discovery, have you experienced ".',y 
difficulty in excluding tescimony sought to be elicit~d 
by the opposing party at the trial which was availabl~ 
at the time but not unde known through discovery? 

Condemnor Atty! 

YES 

NO 

Comments: 

2* 

3 

Condennor Ateys: 

Condemnee Attn. 

7 

11 

Attrs for Both 

7 

4 

1. Although not previously faced .lith. the problem, I 
suspect that it would be difficult to persuade most 
judges to exclude such evidence if offered by 
condemnee. 

2. Judges are extremely reluctant to exclude relevant 
evidence. 

3. Courts are quite lenient to property owners when 
they do not: fully respond, but: not to condemnors, 
who are held to a much higher standard of 
performance. 'II-

Condemnee Atty~: 

1. Courts seems to admit sales and other data which 
has not been exchanged or revealed in discovery. 
This is true \tnder the statutory exchange procedure. 

2. Judges let it in, :,ev~aled or not. 

Attrs for Both: 

1. Judges know to exclude i5 to invite reversal. 

2. 

Judges are not u:ually reversed for what they let 
into evichnce. 

Situation has not come up ofter.. 
one occasion that information had 
it was sustained and excluded. 

I objected on only 
not been disclosed; 

3. Occasionally, yeu run up against: a judge who will 
permit an adve4se party to introduce information 
into evidence which should have been part of the 
exchange and ~Jhich waG deliberately withheld. 

4. Depends entirely on the individual judge. 
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22. Is discovery generally useful in eminent domain ~ases? 

YES 

NO 

Condemnor Attrs 

7* 

2 

Comments: 

Condemnor Attys: 

1. Seldom. 

Condemnee ACtrs 

13 

7 

Attys foY: Both 

9 

3 

2. Landowner never has any appraisal data. 

3. Discovery is very useful in condemnation cases. 
It enables the parties to ascertain the theories 
of the case, which results in quicker and simpler 
presentation in trial. Anything that simplifies 
and expedites a condemnation trial should be 
encouraged.· 

4. Helpful to some extent, but to a far less extent 
than in other types of cases because the appraisers 
"discover" most essentials. 

Condemnee Attys: 

1. Appraisers are often instructed to "have notes" 
but not conclusions. Also, condemning agencies 
subsequently hire additional appraisers and 
discard the one(s) previously deposed. Also, 
appraisers frequently are "not ready" for 
depositions. 

2. More disclosure is needed. 

3. Discovery is helpful in every case, both in pre
paring for trial and effecting settlement. 

4. Failure of judges to restrict agency malpractices. 

5. "Generally useful," yes. The work product rule 
(SWartzmRn end Mack cases), attorney-client 
privilege ~~ starr-report (Glen Arms) radically 
limits di';c:overy of information which, as ide 
from the 'adversary proceeding," property 
owners ~hould have by right. 

6. On rare occasions it can be of help, but for the 
mos tpart it is not. 
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Condemnee Attys: (Cont'd) 

7. Generally speaking, to get information from a 
condemning agency is like trying to get blood 
from a turnip. About the only useful data is 
engineering information which is usually 
voluntarily supplied by the condemnor upon 
request. Even then it is always incomplete. 
Discovery 1.s generally of very little value 
unless you have a particularly complicated 
case or issues involving fraudulent and 
deceptive conduct by the condemnor. It is 
costly in time and money and the costs are 
generally disproportionate to the results. 
Condemnees in sinall cases cannot afford it. 

Attys for Both: 

1. Appraisals must be comparable to be of use, 

2. I represent an agency which must prove issue of 
necessity and, if raised as a defense, issue of 
proper location. Discovery on these issues is 
generally more useful than on just compensation 
issue. 

3. Not used often, but should be available, and is 
useful under some circumstances. 

4. It is not useful where it seeks to reach market 
data generally available to both sides. But, 
on capitalization of income studies, if property 
owner unwilling to voluntarily disclOse data, 
discovery would be helpful. 

S. The problem of discovery from the property owner's 
standpoint is that, except in a case involving a 
lot of money, it frequently places an intolerable 
financial burden on the defendant without any hope 
of recovering the cost which is thrust upon him. 

6. Yes, in more complicated cases; no, in simple 
valuation cases. 

7. When enforced. 
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Statutory Exchange of Valuation Data (CCP 551272.01-1272.09) 

If you have ever used statutory exchange of valuation data, 
please answer QUestions 23-26. 

23. Who do you find more willing to initiate statutory exchange? 

Condemnor Attys Condemnee Attvs Attys for 

Plaintiffs 3 3 3 

Defendants 3* 4 3 

About equal no replies 8 4 

24. Do you find the exchange used as supplementary to or in 
place of other discovery devices? 

Both 

Condemnor Attys Condemnee Attys Attys for Both 

Supplementary 

In place of 

About equal 

2 

2* 

2 

3 

7 

4 

25. Have you had to seek sanctions under CCP §l272.0S for 
failure of opponent to exchange valuation data? 

3 

4 

2 

Condemnor Attys Condemnee Attys Attys for Both 

Never 

Infrequently 

Frequently 

4 

2* 

no replies 

11 

4 

no replies 

3 

6 

1 

Were you satisfied with the court's action~your request 
that sanctions be imposed? ~ 

YES 

NO 

Condemnor Attys Condemnee Attrs Attrs for Both 

1 
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26. What deficiencies are there in the statutory excnange of 
valuation data procedure? 

Condemnor Attys: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Does not adequately cover cases where primary issue 
is severance damages. Should require statement of 
reasons supporting opinion of severance and pre
clude use of any not disclosed. 

Often have been dissatisfied with quality of 
information furnished by condemnee. 

It is far too cumbersome, especially for cases 
where the amount of money involved is small. 
Attorneys for condemnees cannot afford to comply 
with t~, provisions where spread is small. Forc~s 
premat~re trial preparation. . 

The Cburts have a 'tendency to be more lenient to 
propirty owners whe'n they fail to respond', than 
to the condemnor.· 

Condemnee Attys: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Should be broadened to equate with Los Angeles 
County exchange of appraisal information procedure. 

My experience has been that the condemnors' experts 
evade the exchange procedure. EXperts have stated 
that reports were oral, that final reports had not 
been completed, that all comparable sales had not 
been assembled, that tneir reports were not 
formalized and had not been submitted. 

Provision should be made for motion to require 
"specification of reasons and/or method of compu
tation" within five (5) days after receipt of 
other report. Failure to provide 8~h specifica
tion within ten (10) days after request, where 
original report does not fairly disclose reasons 
or method of compllation would constitute grounds 
for such sanction, as examination out of presence 
of jury. continuance to prepare rebuttal and 
attorneys fees. 

It is too rigid; discovery procedures should be 
same as in other eases. 

There should be a conference wtth the court ten (10) 
days after the exchange to clartf.y areas of difference. 
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Condemnee Attys: (Cont'd) 

6. No effective control on failure to fairly exchange. 

7. I have never found a court that was willing to 
impose sanctions. 

Attys for Both: 

1. No deficiencies in procedure but in content of 
exchanged data. 

2. It is an exchange too close to trial to prepare 
for trial or to decide not to go to trial. If the 
data exchanged is too minimal,it is too late to 
use other discovery methods. Therefore, most 
people use other methods earlier and then-add the 
exchange for an attempt to see what else can be 
obtained. 

3. There is need for some basis of determining equality 
of exchange. 

4. The statutory exchange procedure generally favors 
the plaintiff at the expense of the defense. 

5. Enforcement by court. 

6. CCP §l272.02(b) should require data as to "gross 
income multiplied" studies. 

7. It is too easy for a judge.to find "excusable 
neglect" on the part of defendant's attorney as 
not to deprive him of his "just compensation" 
chances. 

_ 1/. _ 

• 
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CHAPTER 7. DISCOVERY; EXCHANGE OF 

VALUATION DATA 

Article 1. Discovery 

§ 1258.010. Use of discovery procedures 

1258.010. The provisions of this chapter supplement but do not replace, 

restrict, or prevent the use of discovery procedures or limit the matters that 

are discoverable in eminent domain proceedings. 

Comment. Section 1258.010 supersedes former Section 1272.08 and makes 

clear that the special provisions of this chapter relating to exchange of 

valuation data (Article 2) and further discovery following exchange (Section 

1258.020) do not limit the availability of discovery generally in eminent 

domain. See Section 1230.040 and Comment thereto (rules of practice in eminsnt 

domain procesdings). 
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§ 1258.020. Discovery followinp, exchange of valuation data 

1258.020. (a) Notwithstanding any other la,~ or court rule relating to 

depo~itions and discovery, deposition and tiiscovery proceedings pursuant to 

subdivision (b) may be had without requirem(>!It of cOllrt order and may proceed 

until not later than 10 days prior to the day aet for trial of the ~ssue of 

compensation. 

(b) A party to an ""change of lists of m,,,ert .1itnesses and statements 

of valuation data Fursua!lt to Artiole 2 (commencing with Section 1258.210) 

or pursuant to court rule as provided in Sectio~ 1258.300 ~ay after the ti~e 

of the e>:change take the deposition of the other party to the exchange and of 

any person listed by him as un cxp"rt l~itne,,~ and obtain from them discovery 

concerning the matters referred tQ in Section 1258.260. 

(c) Nothing in this secUon affects the powe'r of the cou:.:t, upon noticed 

motio:1 by the person subjocted to deposition or discovery proceedings pursuant 

to subdivision Cu), to ~ake a~y order that jU3tice requires to protect such 

person from annoyance, embarrassment~ or opp~~ssion. 

Comment. Section 1258, ')20 is nc'1. It p"rmf.ts, notwithstanding the 

general provisions relating to discovery, del'ositions of parties and of ex

perts who will testify at trial and discov~ry generally of facts, theories, 

and opinions relating to the "alua~!on of the property involved in the emi

nent domain proceeding. 

Section 1258.020 permits depositions an~ discovery without requirement 

of a court order b'lt provides for court relief of any person to protect him 

from annoyance, e:nbarraS6;nent, or oppression, SectL~n 1258.020 permits depo

sition and discovery proceedings to ~thin 10 days prior to trial despite 

the general proviSion of Rule 222 of the Califonlia Rules of Court limiting 

discovery ~thin 30 days of trial. The provisiouo of Section 1258.020 apply 
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only after an exchange pursuant to Article 2 or a comparable exchange of 

valuation data and lists of experts has taken place. 

The expenses of an expert deposed under this section may be compensable. 

See Gavt. Code § 69092.5. 
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§ 1258.030. Admissibility of evidence 

EHlNENT DOHAIN LAW § 1258.030 

Staff draft July 1973 

1258.030. Nothing in this chapter makes admissible any evidence that is 

not otherwise admissible or permits a witness to base an opinion on any matter 

that is not a proper basis for such an opinion. 

Comment. Section 1258.030 is the same as former Section 1272.09 but 

makes clear that not only the exchange provisions of Article 2 but also the 

discovery provisions of Article 1 do not affect or alter the rules on admis

sibility of evidence. The admission of evidence in eminent domain proceedings 

is governed by Evidence Code Sections 810 to 822 and other provisions of the 

Evidence Code. 
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Article 2. Exchange of Valuation Data 

§ 1258.210. Demand for exchange 

1258.210. (a) Not later than 30 days following the filing of his 

answer, a defendant may serve on any adverse party and any adverse party 

may serve on that defendant a demand to exchange lists of expert witnesses 

and statements of valuation data. Thereafter, the court may permit any 

party, upon noticed motion and a showing of good cause, to serve such a 

demand upon any adverse party. 

(b) The demand shall be filed and shall: 

(1) Describe the property to which it relates, which description may be 

by reference to the complaint. 

(2) Include a statement in substantially the following form: '~ou are 

required to serve and deposit with the clerk of court a list of expert witnesses 

and statements of valuation data in compliance with Article 2 (commencing with 

Section 1258.210) of Chapter 7 of Title 7 of Part 3 of the Code of Civil Pro-

ce~ure not later than the date of exchange to be set in accordance with that 

article. Except as otherwise provided in that article, your failure to do so 

will constitute a waiver of your right to call unlisted expert witnesses during 

your case in chief and of your right to introduce on direct examination during 

your case in chief any matter that is required to be, but is not, set forth in 

your statements of valuation data." 

Comment. Section 1258.210 supersedes subdivisions (a)-(c) of former Sec

tion 1272.01. The simplified procedure provided by this article for exchanging 

valuation information is not mandstory in all cases; it applies only if in

voked by a party to the proceeding. lIoreover, the procedure provided by this 
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article is not applicable in counties which provide an adequate substitute. 

See Section 1258.300. 

Subdivision (a) of Section 1258.210 changes the time for making a demand 

to exchange from 50 days prior to trial ,to 30 days following filing of a de

fendant's answer with provision for a later demand where good cause is shown. 

This change will enable an earlier exchange thereby permitting additional 

discovery, if necessary. based on information exchanged. See Section 1258.020 

(further discovery following exchange). It will also remove the uncertainty 

of the 50-day time limit prior to trial in cases where the trial date is known 

only 30 days prior to trial. 

Under Section 1258.210, a defendant may serve and file a demand to ex

change not later than 30 days following the filing of his answer, and the 

plaintiff may serve and file a demand to exchange on a particular defendant 

not later than 30 days following the filing of that defendant's answer. A 

demand may, of course, be filed and served before an answer has been filed. 

Where a party makes a demand to exchange data, that party must, of course, 

himself provide his own data to the party on whom the demand was served. See 

Section 1258.230(a). 

Subdivision (b) of Section 1258.210 is the same in substance as former 

Section 1272.01(c). 

Subdivision (b) of the former section--permitting cross-demands within 

40 days prior to trial--is deleted because it gave rise to confusion that a 

person serving a demand need not exchange his own data unless a cross-demand 

is served on him. The deleted provision is unnecesssry in light of the pro

vision in subdivision (a) for relief from the time limits for serving a de

mand upon a showing of good cause. 
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§ 1258.220. Date of exchange 

EmNENT DOMAIN LAW § 1258.220 

Staff draft July 1973 

1258.220. For the purposes of this article, the "date of exchange" is 

the date agreed to for the exchange of their lists of expert witnesses and 

statements of valuation data by the party who served a demand and the party 

on wbom tbe demand was served or, failing such agreement, tbe date set by 

tbe court on noticed motion of either party, wbicb date sball be approximately 

40 days prior to commencement of tbe trial on the issue of compensation. 

Comment. Section 1258.220, defining the date of exchange, supersedes 

tbe exchange date--20 days prior to trisl--prescribed by former Section 

1272.01(d). The exchange date is to be tbe date selected by tbe parties to 

the excbange or, failing agreement, the date selected by tbe court, approxi

mately 40 days prior to trial. This earlier exchange date will enable sub

sequent discovery. See Section 1258.020 (furtber discovery following exchange). 
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5 1258.230. Exchange of lists and 8tatement3 

1258.230. (a) lIot later than the date of "xchange: 

(1) Each party who served a dc:nand and each party upon whom a demand 

was served shall deposit tJith the cl"rk of the court a list of expert wit-

nesses and stat"IDents of valuation data. 

(2) A party who served a de!!land shall Aerve hi8 list ,md statements 

upon each party on "hom he served his demand, 

(3) Each paJ:ty on ,mom a del'land was served shall servE'. his list and 

statements upon the party <1ho served the demand. 

(b) The clerk of the court shall make an entry in the register of ac-

tions for each list of expert witnesses and statement of valuation data 

deposited with him pursuant to this article. The lists and statements shall 

not be filed in the proceeding, but the clerk shall oake them available to 

the court at the commencement of the triel for the limited purpose of en

abling the court to apply the provisions of this article. Unless the court 

otherwise orders, the clerk shall, at the conclusion of the trial, return 

all lists and statements to the attonlcys for the parti~s who deposited them. 

Lists or statements ordered by the court to be retained may thereafter be 

destroyed or otherwise disposed of in accordance with the provisions of law 

governing the destrl!cUon or disponHion cf exbibito introduced in the trial. 

Comment. Section 1258.230 is th~ same in substance as former Section 

1272.01(d)-(e) • 

Subdivision (b) requires th2t deposits with the clerk of lists and 

statements be entered in the register of act:' c,ns. Hith respect to maintenance 

of the register, see Govt. Code § 69845. Such entries "'ill permit the court 
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to determine whether a list and statements have been deposited in compliance 

with this article. However, the statements or appraisal reports used as 

statements (see Section 1258.260) will not necessarily be in the form pre

scribed by court rules for papers to be filed. Also, the copies deposited 

with the clerk serve the limited purpose of enabling the trial court to rule 

under Section 1258.280 upon admissibility of opinions not supported by data. 

Hence, the subdivision does not require or permit the filing of lists and 

statements but instead requires the clerk to maintain custody of them and 

make them available to the trial court at the commencement of the trial. In 

the usual case, the copies furnished to the court will have served their only 

purpose at the conclusion of evidence. The subdivision therefore permits them 

to be returned to the attorneys. For those instances in which the copies might 

be of significance in connection with an appeal or posttrial motion, the sub

division permits the court, on its own initiative or on request of a party, to 

order them retained. In this event, the copies retained may thereafter be 

disposed of in the manner of exhibits introduced in the trial. 
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§ 1258.240. Contents of list of expert witnesses 

1258.240. The list of expert witnesses shall include the name, business 

or residence address, and business, occupation, or profession of each person 

intended to be called as an expert witness by the party and a statement of 

the subject matter to which his testimony relates. 

Comment. Section 1258.240 is the same as former Section 1272.03. It 

requires incluSion of all persons to be called as experts, not merely those 

to be called as valuation experts. See Evid. Code §$ 813(b), 814. In addi

tion to naming each proposed expert witness, the list must identify the sub

ject matter of his testimony, e.g., "valuation testimony," "existence of oil 

on subject property," and the like. This further information is necessary to 

apprise the adverse party of the range and general nature of the expert testi

mony to be presented at the trial. 

Unlike Section 1258.260 (contents of statement of valuation data), 

this section does not require ~hat the particulars of the expert opinion 

be stated or that the supporting factual data be set forth. In such case, 

normal discovery techniques can be used to obtain the particulars of the 

opinion and supporting factual data. See Section 1258.020 (further dis

covery after exchange). See also Section 1258.010 (use of discovery pro

cedures). 
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§ 1258.250. Persons for whom statements of valuation data must be exchanged 

1258.250. A statement of valuation data shall be exchanged for each 

person intended to be called as a witness by a party to testify to his opinion 

as to any of the follolnng matters: 

(a) The value of the property being taken. 

(b) The amount of the damage, if any, to the remainder of the larger 

parcel from which such property is taken. 

(c) The amount of the benefit, if any, to the remainder of the larger 

parcel from which such property is taken. 

(d) The amount of any other compensation required to be paid by Chapter 

9 (commencing with Section 1263.010) or Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 

1265.010) • 

Comment. Section 1258.250 is the same in substance as subdivision (a) 

of former Section 1272.02 with conforming changes made to reflect the com

pensation provisions of Chapters 9 (commencing with Section 1263.010) and 10 

(commencing '1ith Section 1265.010). 

Section 1258.250 requires that a statement of valuation data be provided 

for each person who is to testify to his opinion as to one or more of the 

matters listed in the section whether or not that person is to qualify as an 

expert. For example, a statement must be provided for the owner of the prop

erty if he is to testify concerning value,damages, benefits, or other items 

of compensation. 
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§ 1258.260. Contents of statement of valuation data 

1258.260. (a) The statement of valuation data shall give the name and 

business or residence address of the witness and shall include a statement 

whether the witness will testify to an opinion as to any of the matters 

listed in Section 1258.250 and, as to each such matter upon which he will 

give an opinion, what that opinion is and the following items to the extent 

that the opinion on such matter is based thereon: 

(1) The estate or interest being valued. 

(2) The date of valuation used by the witness. 

(3) The highest snd best use of the property. 

(4) The applicable zoning and the opinion of the witness as to the 

probability of any change in such zoning. 

(5) The sales, contracts to sell and purchase. and leases supporting 

the opinion. 

(6) The cost of reproduction or replacement of the existing improvements 

on the property. the depreciation or obsolescence the improvements have suf

fered, and the method of calculation used to determine depreciation. 

(7) The gross income from the property, the deductions from gross income. 

and the resulting net income; the reasonable net rental value attributable to 

the land and existing improvements thereon, and the estimated gross rental in

come and deductions therefrom upon which such reasonable net rental value is com

puted; the rate of capitalization used; and the value indicated by such capi

talization. 

(8) If the property is a portion of a larger parcel. a description of 

the larger parcel and its value. 
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(b) With respect to each sale, contract, or lease listed under para

graph (5) of subdivision (a), the statement of valuation data shall give: 

(1) The names and business or residence addresses, if known, of the 

parties to the transaction. 

(2) The location of the property subject to the transaction. 

(3) The date of the transaction. 

(4) If recorded, the date of recording and the volume and page or other 

identification of the record of the transaction. 

(5) The price and other terms and circumstances of the transaction. 

In lieu of stating the terms contained in any contract, lease, or other 

document, the statement may, if the document is available for inspection 

by the adverse party, state the place where and the times when it is avail

able for inspection. 

(c) If any opinion referred to in Section 1258.250 is based in whole 

or in substantial part upon the upinion of another peraon, the statement of 

valuation data shall include the name and business or reaidence address of 

such other person, his business. occupation, or profession, and a statement 

as to the subject matter to which his opinion relates. 

(d) Except when an appraisal report is used as a statement of valuation 

data as permitted by subdivision (e), the statement of valuation data shall 

include a statement, signed by the witness. that the witness has read the 

statement of valuation data and that it fairly and correctly states his opin

ions and knowledge as to the matters therein stated. 

(e) An appraisal report that has been prepared by the witness which in

cludes the information required to be included in a statement of valuation 

data may be used as a statement of valuation data under this article. 
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Comment. Section 1258.260 is the same in substance as former Section 

1272 .02(b)-(f). 

Subdiviaion (a) requires the setting forth of the specified data to 

the extent that any opinion is based thereon. Cf. Evid. Code §§ 814-821. 

It does not require that the specified data be set forth if the witness' opinion 

is not based thereon even though such data may have been compiled or ascertained 

by the witness. Also, the supporting data required by subdivision (a) commonly 

will pertain to the witness' opinion as to value, and the same data will be 

considered by the witness to support his opinion as to damages and benefits. 

In this case, the statement or appraisal report may simply recite that the 

opinion aa to damages or benefits is supported by the same data as the opinion 

as to value. Where the required information. however, is not identical with 

respect to all opinions of the witness, subdivision (a) requires that the 

item of supporting data be separately stated with respect to each opinion 

of the witness. 

Subdivision (c) requires that each va1ustion statement give information 

regardine any person who will not be called as a witness but upon whose opin

ion the testimony of the valuation witness will be based in whole or substan

tial part. This information is needed by the adverse party not only for the 

general purpose of properly preparing for trial but also to enable him to 

utilize his right under Section 804 of the Evidence Code to call the other 

expert and examine him as an adverse witness concerning his opinion. The 

subdivision also requires a statement of the subject matter of the supporting 

opinion. As to this requirement, and the parallel requirement under Section 

1258.240, see the Comment to Section 1258.240. 
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§ 1258.270. Supplementation of lists and statements 

1258.270. (a) A party who is required to exchange lists of expert 

witnesses and statements of valuation data shall diligently give notice to 

the parties upon whom his list and statements were served if, after service 

of his list and statements, he: 

(1) Determines to call an expert witness not included in his list of 

expert witnesses to testify on direct examination during his case in chief; 

(2) Determines to have a witness called by him testify on direct examina-

tion during his case in chief to any opinion or data required to be listed in 

the statement of valuation data for that witness but which was not so listed; or 

(3) Discovers any data required to be listed in a statement of valuation 

data but which was not so listed. 

(b) The notice required by subdivision (s) shall include the information 

specified in Sections 1258.240 and 1258.260 and shall be in writing; but such 

notice is not required to be in writing if it is given after the commencement 

of the trial. 

Comment. Section 1258.270 is the same in aubstance as former Section 

1272.04. Although Section 1258.270 requires supplementstion of lists and 

statements exchanged, compliance with the section does not insure that the 

party will be permitted to call the witness or have a witness testify as to 

the opinion or data. See Sections 1258.280 and 1258.290. 
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§ 1258.280. Limitations upon calling witnesses and testimony by witnesses 

1258.280. Except as provided in Section 1258.290, cpon objection of a 

party lilho has served his list of expert witnesses and statements of valuation 

data in compliance with Section 1253.230: 

(a) No party required to ser'le a list of expert ~7itnesses on the object-

ing party may call an expert ';;itness t~ test::'fy Oil direct examination during 

his case in chief unless the information required by Section 1258.240 for such 

witness is included in the list ser.ved. 

(b) No party required to cene st"temen';:s of valuation data on the ob-

jecting party may call a witncss to testify on ciirect examination during his 

case in chief to his opinion on any r.atter linted in Section 1258.250 unless 

a statement of valuation data for snch lo7itmws was served. 

(c) No witness called by a rarty required to serve statements of valua-

tion data on the objecting party may testify on direct examination during the 

case in chief of the party who callE~ him tc any opinion or data required to 

be listed in the statement of 7s1nation ~ata for such witness unless such 

opinion or data is listed in the stat"""?,,t ser.v~,d except that testimony that 

is merely an explanation or ~laboraticn of data co listed is not inadmissible 

under this subdivision. 

Comment. Section 1253.280 is the same in substance as former Section 

1272.05. Section 1253.280 providec a sa~ction calculated to insure that 

the parties make a good faith el:changc of lists of expert witnesses and es

sential valuation data. Fo:: applications of the OQ.!::" sanction to other re

quired pretrial disclosuras, se2 Sections 454 (copies of accounts) and 2032 

(physicians' statements). Al thoug)1 the furnishing of a list of expert wit

nesses and statem,~nts of valuation date is analogous to responding to inter-
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rogatories or a request for admissions, the consequences specified by Sec

tion 2034 for failure or refusal to make discovery are not made applicable to 

a failure to comply with the requirements of this article. Existence of 

the sanction provided by Section 1258.280 does not, of course, prevent those 

consequences from attaching to a failure to make discovery when regular 

discovery techniques are invoked in the proceeding. 

Under exceptional circumstances, the court is authorized to permit the 

use of a witness or of valuation data not included in the list or statements. 

See Section 1258.290 and the Comment to that section. 

Section 1258.280 limits only the calling of a witness, or the presen

tation of testimony, during the case in chief of the party calling the witness 

or presenting the testimony. The section does not preclude a party from 

cslling a witness in rebuttal or having a witness give rebuttal testimony that 

is otherwise proper. See City ~ County of San Francisco ~ Tillman Estate 

Co., 205 Cal. 651, 272 P. 585 (1928); State ~ Loop, 127 Cal. App.2d 786, 

274 P.2d 885 (1954). The section also does not preclude s party from bringing 

out additional data on redirect examination where it is necessary to meet 

matters brought out on the cross-examination of his witness. However, the 

court should take care to confine s party's rebuttal case and his redirect 

examination of his witnesses to their purpose of meeting matters brought out 

during the adverse party's case or cross-examination of his witnesses. A 

party should not be permitted to defeat the purpose of this article by re

serving witnesses and valuation data for use in rebuttal where such witnesses 

should have been called and such valuation data presented on the direct exam

ination during the case in chief. 

Application of the concept of "case in chief'> to the presentation of 

evidence by the plaintiff requires particulsr attention. The defendant pre

sents his case in chief first in the order of the trial. Therefore, the 

follOwing presentation by the plaintiff may include evidence of two kinds; 

i.e., evidence comprising the case in chief of the plaintiff and evidence 

in rebuttal of evidence previously presented by the defendants. If the evidence 

offered in rebuttal is proper as such, this section does not prevent its 

presentation at that time. 
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§ 1258.290. Relief from limitations on calling witness or testimoay by witness 

1258.290. (a) The court may, upon such terms as may be just (including 

but not limited to continuing the trial for a reasonable period of time and 

awarding costs and expenses), permit a party to call a witness, or permit a 

witness called by a party to testify to an opinion or data on direct examina

tion, during the party's case in chief where such ~dtness, opinion, or data is 

required to be, but is not, included in such party's list of expert witnesses 

or statements of valuation dats if the court finds that such party has made a 

good faith effort to comply with Sections 1258.210 to 1258.260, inclusive, 

that he has complied with Section 1258.270, and that by the date of exchange he: 

(1) Would not in the exercise of reasonable diligence have determined to 

call such witness or discovered or listed such opinion or data; or 

(2) Failed to determine to call such l~itness or to discover or list such 

opinion or data through mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect. 

(b) In making a determination under this section, the court shall take 

into account the extent to which the opposing party has relied upon the list of 

expert witnesses and statements of valuation data and will be prejudiced if the 

witness is called or the testimony concerning such opinion or data is given. 

Comment. Section 1258.290 is the same in substance as former Section 

1272.06 and allows the court to permit a party who has made a good faith 

effort to comply with this article to call a witness or use valuation data 

that was not included in his list of expert witnesses or statements of valuation 

data. The standards set out in Section 1258.290 are similar to those applied 

under Section 657 (granting a new trial upon newly discovered evidence) and 

Section 473 (relieving a party from default). The court should apply the 

same standards in making determinations under this section. The consideration 
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listed in subdivision (b) is important but is not necessarily the only considera

tion to be taken into account in making determinations under this section. 
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1258.300. The superior court in any county may provide by court rule 

a procedure for the exchange of valuation data which shall be used in lieu 

of the procedure provided by this article if the Judicial Council finds that 

such procedure serves the same purpose and is an adequate substitute for the 

procedure provided by this article. 

Comment. Section 1258.300 supersedes former Section 1272.06. Section 

1258.300 supplants the special legislation relating to Los Angeles County by 

the general principle that any county that has adopted adequate rules that 

are approved by the Judicial Council is exempt from the provisions of this 

article. Under this general standard, a system for disclosing valuation 

data under judicial supervision such as that in Los Angeles County would 

qualify for approval by the Judicial Council. See Policy lIemorandum, Eminent 

Domain (Including Inverse Condemnation), Superior Court, County of Los Angeles 

(dated February 7, 1973); Swartzman ~ Supp.rior Court, 231 Cal. App.2d 195, 

41 Cal. Rptr. 721 (1964). 
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